Assignment 2: Case Examples for Professional Ethics Training
Learning Objective(s):
• To conduct research on ethics trainings within your given field
• To identify situations in which emotions arise in workplace settings
• To integrate course readings into your discussion of emotions in the workplace
Core concepts/terms:
• Professionalism
• Ethics
• Emotions
Evaluation Criteria: You will be graded based on your demonstration of your ability to:
• Integrate course readings into your discussion of emotions in the workplace

For this assignment, imagine you are preparing to lead a professional ethics training within your
given field. You need write two (2) case examples or vignettes (250-500 words each) that relate
to ethics and emotions in the workplace. These cases will serve as the raw material for your
training session, which might include engaging the participants in role-playing, scenario
evaluation, and/or discussion.
We expect the steps for completing this assignment to include:
• Research ethics trainings available for professionals in your given field. Questions you
might want to answer for yourself include:
o What organizations offer such trainings?
o What are the credentials of the individuals/groups that facilitate the trainings?
o What topics do these trainings typically cover?
o Do the trainings address the inherently emotional nature of all human work and
interaction?
o Is there anything missing from the trainings you identify, given the course
readings for this module?
o These questions might be answered by finding descriptions of upcoming trainings
in your field, reviewing materials from prior trainings (such as slides available
online), drawing from examples from your professional interview, or engaging in
conversations with fellow students or professors.

•

•
•

Drafting two (2) brief case examples (250-500 words each) based on your answers to the
questions above and your own analysis that could be used within a professional ethics
training to highlight situations within the workplace where emotions arise.
Share your draft cases with one or more fellow UBPL 802 classmates and get their
feedback.
Edit and submit on Blackboard by March 1, 2019.

For ethics case study examples, refer to: https://planning-org-uploadedmedia.s3.amazonaws.com/document/Ethics-Cases-of-the-Year-2018-2019.pdf.

